This report contains several graph items. Graph items from different hosts can be included.

This allows for the creation of customer specific reports like interface reports to customer servers.

**Localhost - Memory Usage**

![Localhost - Memory Usage graph]

**Localhost - Load Average**

![Localhost - Load Average graph]

**Localhost - Disk Space - /dev/mapper/Vol**

![Localhost - Disk Space graph]
Localhost - Disk Space - /dev/sda1

From 2009/09/01 00:00:00 To 2009/10/01 00:00:00

- **Used**
  - Current: 36.95 M
  - Average: 36.05 M
  - Maximum: 36.05 M
- **Available**
  - Current: 57.57 M
  - Average: 57.57 M
  - Maximum: 57.57 M
- **Total**
  - Current: 94.52 M
  - Average: 93.62 M
  - Maximum: 93.62 M